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1.  Introduction 
On November 2, President Donald Trump posted a picture on twitter portraying himself with 

the text “Sanctions are coming, November 5” referencing to the popular TV show Game of 

Thrones. This signified the official end of the US commitment to the 2015 Iran nuclear deal 

and the Trump Administration reinstated sanctions against Iran that had previously been lifted 

as a part of the agreement. It remains to see whether the sanctions will be successful and if 

there is any chance that the commitments under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action 

(JCPOA) will continue (BBC, 2018). In the meanwhile, the debate over sanctions continues 

both in terms of their effectiveness and the consequences they might bring.  

 

Economic sanctions have long been used by states as a non-violent tool of foreign policy with 

the intended effect of changing or altering the behavior of the targeted state to coalesce with 

the demands of the state imposing the sanction (Hufbauer et al, 2007:3). However, research 

on the effectivity of sanctions suggests that sanctions are rarely successful in achieving this. 

While the goals of sanctions might vary from coercing the targeted state to improve human 

rights conditions or to instigate democratization, approximately and with some variation, only 

one third of sanctions are deemed successful in terms compliance to the demands of the state 

imposing the sanction (Wallensteen, 2000; Hufbauer et al, 2007). Despite the questionable 

success of sanctions, states continue to employ sanctions as a tool of foreign policy and this 

has led researchers to turn their attention to the overall effect that sanctions have on target 

states. 

 

There are more aspects to be considered when examining the success sanctions. Other than 

the failure and success of changing targets behavior, sanctions often have effects outside of 

the intended effects. This leads us to another strand of research which concerns the 

unintended consequences of sanctions. Sanctions are oftentimes designed to destabilize the 

regime of a target state up to a point in which the regime will give in to the demands of the 

state imposing the sanction. However, research suggest that sanctions frequently cause socio-

economic and political damage to groups and individuals outside of the incumbent regime 

meaning that citizens, who are not responsible for the actions of the regime, are 

disproportionately harmed by sanctions (Peksen, 2009:59). Research on the consequences of 

sanctions indicate that sanctions have detrimental effects for human rights, public health, civil 

society and the general economic wellbeing of the population living in the target state 
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(2009:60). While some of these effects may be beneficial depending on the goal of the 

sanction, the intention of sanction is rarely to do harm to the civilian population but rather to 

weaken the incumbent regime or high ranking officials within the targeted state. This thesis 

will focus on the consequences related to human rights and analyze the effect of sanctions on 

repression and how the effect might be dependent on how democratic the state subject to 

sanction is. 

 

Previous research within the sanctions literature suggest that sanctions do in fact lead to an 

increase of human rights violations and repression in the targeted state. When states are 

exposed to sanctions, the repressiveness of the regime increases as a response in order to 

effectively manage the challenges sanctions create. Sanctions contribute to increased internal 

dissent and creates opportunities for oppositional formation in the targeted state. As a 

response, governments intensifies their use of repression to maintain their hold to power 

(Wood, 2008; Peksen, 2009). While the literature on sanctions and human rights is confident 

in their results, it has in general ignored heterogeneity. Do sanctions always cause an increase 

in repression and human rights violations? In essence, the effect of sanctions on human rights 

violations might vary across cases depending on some conditional factors. Although both 

Peksen (2009) and Wood (2008) examine the effect of sanctions on human rights 

violations/repression across different types of sanctions, they ignore other variations related to 

the characteristics of the state subject to sanctions that might alter the effect. Furthermore, the 

theories put forward as to why governments become more repressive when exposed to 

sanctions rely on assumptions regarding governments response to domestic dissent. As I will 

argue, dissent is not necessarily met with repression in all types of states. Some regime-types, 

such as democracies, are less likely to respond to dissent with repression while less 

democratic states are more likely to respond with repression. This is primarily because 

democracies have certain institutions and mechanisms that limit and deter democratically 

elected governments from using repression.  

 

The main purpose of this thesis is therefore to further explore one of the consequences that 

sanctions might bring. More specifically, I aim to examine the effect of sanctions on 

repression and how this effect might be conditional upon the level of democracy of the state 

subject to sanctions. This has yielded the following research question: 

How do sanctions affect repression? 
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The results of this thesis indicate similar to previous research that economic sanctions are 

associated with higher levels of repression. In addition, the findings suggest as the proposed 

theory expects that the effect of sanctions is conditional upon the level of democracy of target 

states. Economic sanctions are detrimental for human rights but they do not affect repression 

to the same extent when the targets of sanctions are democracies. On the other hand, sanctions 

were found to be especially detrimental for states that are more autocratic.   

 

This introduction is followed by a review of the relevant previous research related to the 

relationship of interest which develops into a discussion of the concepts and theories that 

constitute the theoretical framework of this thesis. The following section contains a 

presentation of the research design and the chosen method followed by a presentation of the 

data and variables used for testing the hypothesis. Further, the results are presented and 

discussed based on the conducted regression analyses. Issues, any implications of the results 

and avenues for future research are discussed and presented in the conclusion of this thesis.  
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2.  Theoretical framework 
This section begins with a review and summary of the previous research on sanctions and 

repression. Primarily, two notable studies within the field will be presented and used to 

motivate and specify the research gap that has developed into my research question. This is 

followed by a presentation of the concepts that constitute the theoretical framework, ending 

with the theoretical argument that forms the hypothesis of this thesis.   

 

2.1 Previous research 

As previously mentioned, the literature on sanctions has for a large part focused on the 

effectiveness of sanctions. In essence, scholars have analyzed whether sanctions actually 

work or not while disregarding other unintended effects of sanctions. There is a general 

consensus, within the field of sanctions, around the fact that sanctions rarely produce the 

desired outcome. For the most part, sanctions are unsuccessful in convincing target states to 

adhere to the demands of the sender (Allen, 2005:119; Hufbauer et al, 2007). The 

effectiveness of sanctions has however received less attention as many scholars turned their 

focus to the consequences of sanctions in the target states. A large part of the literature on the 

consequences of sanctions has focused on examining the humanitarian impact sanctions have 

on the population of the targeted state. Research suggests that sanctions have negative effects 

on the civilian population in terms of health, economic conditions and human rights (Wood, 

2008; Peksen, 2009:60; Allen & Lektzian, 2013:122).  

 

One of the core and latest findings within the the field of sanctions and repression or human 

rights violations is that sanctions increase repression and human rights abuse1 (Peksen, 2009; 

Wood, 2008). Despite the fact that sanctions are usually imposed with the intention to reduce 

the capacity of the targeted regime which in turn will limit the coercive capacity needed to 

repress, research suggest that the effect is reversed. When states are subject to economic 

sanctions, the population within the state is likely to experience an increase in state repressive 

behavior. However, as provided by Peksen (2009) there are two easily distinguishable 

theories explaining the relationship between sanctions and human rights violations. While 

recent scholars claim that sanctions increase human rights abuse, preceding scholars have 

suggested that sanctions reduce human rights violations. The latter claim, which is referred to 

as the “naive theory of economic sanctions” by Peksen, points to the denial and limiting of 

                                                
1 Repression, human rights abuse and human rights violations are used interchangeably.  
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resources as one explanation for why sanctions will reduce repression (Peksen, 2009:61). 

Economic sanctions, just as military warfare, reduces or to the least limits the economic and 

military resources available for the political elite in the targeted state (Galtung, 1967:388). 

The reduction of resources, primarily military resources which are crucial for the survival of 

the political elite, should entail a reduction of the coercive capacity of the regime and will 

thus lead to reduced state repression (Blanton, 1999:241; Peksen, 2009:61). In addition, by 

reducing the economic resources available to the government, domestic support should dilute 

into greater opposition and eventually lead to a regime change that is likely to be less 

repressive than the previous (Peksen, 2009:61). 

 

Contrary to the naive theory of economic sanctions, Peksen theorizes that sanctions will 

increase human rights violations rather than decrease violations. Sanctions will instead 

increase the coercive capacity of the targeted regime while providing more incentives for the 

regime to violate human rights. Peksen (2009:62) presents four reasons for why and how 

sanctions create conditions that are likely to encourage repression and thus enhances the 

coercive capacity of the targeted regime.  

 

First, the targeted regime can escape the economic damage of the sanction by diverting the 

cost of the sanction to the general population. By increasing control of scarce resources while 

generating revenue from alternative sources, sanctions will do less harm to the regime and 

more harm to the average citizen. The redistribution of costs and resources allow the regime 

to strengthen their ties with influential elites and thus reinforce the grasp on power increasing 

their coercive capacity and repression (Peksen, 2009:62). Secondly, sanctions have 

detrimental effects for the wellbeing of the average citizen which will lead to grievances and 

instability. Grievances and the political turmoil that might follow from declining socio-

economic conditions are likely to be met with repressive measures by the targeted regime in 

order to suppress those who display dissent (ibid). Thirdly, because sanctions are commonly 

seen as an external threat to the survival of the state, the regime leadership is likely to 

mobilize support around national unity in times of external hostility. Notions of national 

security and integrity are then used to justify repression against eventual domestic groups of 

individuals that pose a threat to the regime (ibid). Fourth, access to the global economy plays 

a huge role in the advancement of human rights. Global economic and political ties are 

pathways to the socio-economic development of the country. Sanctions are an effective tool 
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for limiting the targeted country’s access to the global economy and will thus hinder the 

development of humanitarian tendencies and in the end facilitate further repression (2009:63).  

 

Peksen finds, as expected, that sanctions increase the level of human rights violations in the 

targeted state. In addition, extensive sanctions and multilateral sanctions as opposed to partial 

unilateral sanctions have a greater impact on levels of human rights abuse. However, the 

findings suggest that all economic sanctions, even partial and unilateral, led to increases in 

human rights violations (2009:74). Furthermore, and similar to the findings by Peksen, 

another prominent study within the field by Wood (2008) suggests that sanctions increase the 

level of repression in the targeted state.  

 

Wood (2008) argues, similar to the argument of Peksen, that sanctions lead to domestic 

changes that causes instability in the targeted country which in turn will facilitate the use of 

repression. Wood structures his argument around two assumptions based on the literature on 

repression. “(1) instability increases incumbent perceptions of threat and (2) increased threat 

perception contributes to increase repression” (Wood, 2008:491). He then continues to map 

out two key mechanisms that explain how sanctions will create and escalate instability which 

as a consequence will generate threat. First, sanctions limit and reduce the amount of 

resources available to the target regime which causes instability and in the end increased 

repression. Regime leaderships rely on a stable flow of resources to ensure the approval of 

important social groups and supports. Thus, when the steady flow of resources is interrupted, 

the regime can no longer to the same extent as prior to the sanction provide the means of 

support and loyalty from these core supporters (2008:493). As a result, disapproval of the 

regime, dissent and defections from key political elites and supporters will most likely follow. 

This political instability will cause regimes to increase repression in order to compel support 

and ensure the survival of the regime (2008:494). Secondly, sanctions disproportionally put 

costs on citizens suggesting that the economic situation will be much worse for citizens 

compared to the ruling elite. Declining economic conditions will increase dissent and 

contribute to the formation opposition groups and enhancement of existing groups that are 

likely to challenge the regime. Dissent and opposition make up major threats to the survival of 

the regime and will thus be met with repression (2008:495).  

 

The arguments of Wood (2008) and Peksen (2009) are highly dependent on assumptions 

regarding how governments respond to internal domestic dissent, opposition and economic 
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hardship. They both assume that repression is the tool of preference for governments who are 

met with the challenges that sanctions create i.e governments always respond to dissent with 

repression. However, as we know, repression is not a common feature in every country of the 

world but is rather limited to certain regime types. Research suggest that low levels of 

repression is generally found in democratic states. Likewise, countries with authoritarian rule 

are found to be more repressive than countries under non-authoritarian rule (Hendersson, 

1991; Poe & Tate, 1994; Davenport, 2004; Richards et al, 2015). While it is true that 

democracies are in general less likely to be targets of sanctions, democracies have through the 

years experienced sanctions (Cox & Drury, 2006; Soest & Wahman, 2015).  

 

Wood, as opposed to Peksen, acknowledges that his mechanisms or theory are to a large 

extent conditional on the political institutions of the target state and that domestic political 

structures affect the decision and ability to use repression as a method for controlling internal 

dissent and challenges. Apart from the primary test of the relationship between sanctions and 

repression, Wood goes on to briefly test whether the effect of sanctions is conditional upon 

the level of democracy. Specifically, he compares the effect of sanctions on repression 

between consolidated democracies and all other non-democratic states (2008:498). Although 

his results regarding the conditional effect are inconclusive, they indicate “that democratic 

and autocratic states respond differently to sanctions events.” (Wood, 2008:504). 

Consequently, the results gave no indication whether consolidated democracies increased or 

decreased the effect of economic sanctions on repression. Furthermore, Wood only tests 

whether consolidated democracies (score greater than 7 on PolityIV scale) respond differently 

to sanctions as opposed to all other levels of democracy (score lower than 7 on PolityIV) 

(2008:501). This means that we do not know whether the institutions of lower level 

democracies such as semi-democracies are sufficient to limit the effect of sanctions on 

repression. His test of the conditional effect of democracy on the relationship between 

sanctions and repression could thus be expanded to include a larger set of regime types. 

Neither does Wood provide a theory on as to why the effect of sanctions on repression might 

be different across the level of democracy. 

 

I argue that Wood (2008) and Peksen (2009), even though Wood touches upon the 

conditionality of the relationship, have ignored heterogeneity across the universe of cases that 

has been subject to sanctions. Thus, the aim of this thesis is to further explore the effect 

sanctions has on repression as I will argue that the decision to use repression as a response to 
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sanctions is dependent on the level of democracy in the target state. The following section 

will provide a presentation of the concepts of the theoretical framework and further 

background to the theoretical argument of this thesis.  

 

2.2 Sanctions 

As an alternative to the use of military force and warfare, states can employ economic 

sanctions as a tool for foreign policy with the intention of changing or altering the behavior of 

other states. States use their economic leverage as a tool to influence the internal politics of 

other states. Commonly, the financial relations between the target and the sender of a 

sanctions is limited or fully disrupted, paired with threats or/and conditions, until the sender is 

satisfied with the changes in behavior of the target (Hufbauer et al, 2007:3). Sanctions are 

often thought of as “actions initiated by one or more international actors (the “senders”) 

against one or more others (the “recievers”) with either or both of two purposes: to punish 

the recievers by depriving them of some value and/or to make the recievers comply with 

certain norms the senders deem important” (Galtung, 1967:379). However, recent scholars 

tend to think of sanctions in more simple terms. Commonly sanctions are referred to as some 

type of economic coercion initiated against a target to persuade the target to acquiesce to the 

demands of the sender (Peksen & Drury, 2010; Hufbauer et al, 2007). There are several 

different types of economic sanctions but the main takeaway is that they all aim to inflict an 

economic cost on the target state. Primarily, sanctions are attempts to either limit exports, 

restrict imports or disrupt the flow of finance of the target (Hufbauer et al, 2007:44). As noted 

above, the goal of the sanctions is to force the target into complying with the demands of the 

sender. Ranging from coercing a target to end the sponsorship of terrorist activities to deter 

targets from pursuing aggressive military policies against allies of the sender, the demands 

vary but commonly they concern changes in a specified part of a target country’s policies 

(2007:52).  

 

As previously mentioned in the review of previous research, sanctions produce economic 

hardship which in turn will lead to grievances and internal dissent (Wood, 2008; Peksen, 

2009). Sanctions have devastating effects on the socio-economic wellbeing of the population. 

The declining economic conditions caused by sanctions contribute to increased poverty and 

unemployment. In addition, the public health of the average citizens deteriorates as a result of 

sanctions (Peksen, 2011). This is because economic sanctions sometimes include the 

restriction on certain goods that are vital to the economy of the target state. For example, 
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limiting the import of certain food products can have large impacts on the public health of the 

general population. Furthermore, economic hardships also limit citizens access to important 

health services and governments ability to maintain a decent standard of living for the 

population (2011:240). As a result of the economic and humanitarian impact sanctions have, 

sanctions are likely to increase grievances and dissent within the target state (Wood, 2008; 

Peksen, 2009).  

 

According to the logic of relative deprivation (Gurr, 1970), grievances are one of the major 

sources of political violence and the reason for why individuals are likely to express dissent. 

For example, Allen (2008:938) finds that sanctions increase levels of anti-government activity 

in the target because of the lowered socio-economic conditions generated by sanctions. Other 

findings suggest that threats of sanctions increase protest activity in the target state 

(Grauvogel et al, 2017). This is because sanctions work as international stamp of disapproval 

of the sitting regime which influences the decision of the domestic public of the target state to 

protest against the regime. Civilians that would not necessarily voice their dissent prior to the 

threat of sanctions are thus encouraged and given more opportunities to protest when 

international actors signal disapproval of the incumbent regime (2017:87). Furthermore, 

conventional wisdom regarding the use of sanctions suggest that the goal of sanctions is 

simply to create internal political turmoil. By inducing internal political cleavages, sanctions 

can help in destabilizing the target government (Walleensteen, 2000:15). In practice, the 

success of sanctions is sometimes determined by the extent in which they create internal 

political division (Allen, 2008:918).  

 
2.3 Repression, dissent and regime-type  

Repression includes a wide variety of coercive actions that governments can take against their 

own population. Commonly, we think about activities that cause direct physical damage to 

individuals such as beatings and torture. However, as Davenport points out, within academia 

repression usually refers to “some form of coercive sociopolitical control used by political 

authorities against those within their territorial jurisdiction” (Davenport, 2007a:487). This 

includes both, as described by Davenport, civil liberties restriction and personal integrity 

violations. Civil liberties restrictions refer to actions taken by governments to limit certain 

liberties such as the freedom of speech, movement and association. Personal integrity 

violations refer to actions that threaten or directly harm the life of individuals such as mass 

killings, sexual violence and political assassinations (ibid). What distinguishes repression 
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from general human rights abuse or violations is that acts of repression require that the violent 

act is perpetrated by a government or agents of it within the territorial jurisdiction of the state 

(deMeritt, 2016:2; Davenport, 2007b:3).  

 

A large part of the research on repression is dedicated to explaining why governments repress. 

Firstly, most scholars within the field of repression assume that repression is strategic. In 

essence, repression is a tool used by governments to pursue a certain objective. Generally, the 

primary objective of governments is survival which means that repression is a tool for 

ensuring the survival of the regime (deMeritt, 2016:2). This assumption is crucial for 

understanding when and why governments decide to use repression.  

 

One of the more prominent and consistent findings in the repression literature is that dissent 

incentivizes repression (Davenport, 1996:397). Because governments wish to remain in 

power, anytime governments are faced with a credible threat they will respond accordingly 

and dissent is by many regimes perceived as a threat (Davenport, 2007c:39). As found by 

Regan and Henderson (2002), perceived threat is the most significant predictor of state 

repression. Dissent in its early stages might not pose an immediate threat but it it is most 

likely perceived as a threat since dissent have the possibility to evolve into major threats such 

as rebellion or simply by bolstering oppositional movements. Thus, threats against the 

survival of the regime must be controlled or eliminated and repression is one alternative 

available to governments that can eliminate possible threats. Davenport has gone so far to 

term the relationship between dissent and repression as the “Law of Coercive 

Responsiveness” (Davenport, 2007b:7). However, research on regime-type and repression 

suggest that features of certain regime-types might change how governments respond to 

dissent.  

 

The relationship between regime-type and repression constitutes another core finding within 

the field of repression. As noted by Carey, “political regimes set the rules of the game and 

shape the interaction between government and opposition” (Carey, 2006:4). Several studies 

have found that authoritarian regimes reach significantly higher levels of repression compared 

to democracies (Henderson, 1991; Poe & Tate, 1994; Davenport, 2007a; Richards et al, 2015; 

deMeritt, 2016). This finding has been referred to as the “Domestic Democratic Peace” by 

Davenport (2007c). There are several reasons as for why democracies are less likely to use 

repression but I will emphasize those factors that are related to the decision to use repression.  
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Davenport (2007b:10) claims that there are three primary factors for why democracies in 

general and to a lesser extent engages in repression. First, repression is costlier in democracies 

compared to non-democracies. This is primarily because democracies are characterized by 

accountability. Elections, checks and balances and executive constraints hold democratic 

governments accountable for their actions. Thus, the use of repression would most likely 

equal the removal from office in the next election. Assuming then that governments wish to 

remain in power, democratic governments are as a result reluctant from using repression 

(ibid). Several scholars within the field of repression acknowledge that accountability is the 

major reason as for why democracies are less repressive. Ultimately, accountability alters the 

costs and benefits of using repression making repression costlier in democracies (Henderson, 

1991; Poe & Tate, 1994; Davenport, 1995; Regan & Henderson, 2002). Secondly, 

democracies carry certain values that in general is shared by the population. Values such as 

deliberation, toleration and communication are in stark contrast to repression and emphasize 

peaceful resolutions of conflict. Lastly, participation and contestation provides opportunities 

and the ability for citizens to legally and peacefully voice their discontent around any issues. 

Thus, the expression of dissent and grievances is facilitated in democracies as citizens are 

included in the political process and as a result governments do not need to repress 

(Davenport, 2007b:10).  

 

Participation and contestation directly relates to how regime-type influences the relationship 

between dissent and repression. Some scholars have explicitly focused on how regime-type 

influences the relationship between dissent and repression. While democracies are less likely 

to use repression, dissent is also less likely to be violent in democracies and as such 

repression is rarely necessary (Carey, 2010; Regan & Henderson, 2002:120). This is because 

“democracies provide institutionalized and legitimate channels for voicing dissent, which 

reduces the need for opposition groups to use violence to express their discontent.” (Carey, 

2010:173). Furthermore, dissidents can voice their discontent through these channels without 

fear of repercussions as democracies abstain from repression as opposed to autocracies 

(Regan & Henderson, 2002:122). In autocracies however, participation and contestation is 

largely absent. Compared to in democracies, dissidents are not accepted into the political 

debate as there are no legitimate channels for expressing disapproval. This also means that 

dissent poses a bigger threat to the survival of the regime in autocracies as opposed to 

democracies (2002:123). 
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2.4 Theoretical argument/Causal mechanism 

Based on the assumption that states employ repression when they are faced with threats 

against their survival, I will argue that the effect of sanctions on repression is mediated by the 

level of democracy. As provided by previous research on the consequences of sanctions, 

sanctions will likely increase domestic dissent in the target state which in turn causes 

increases in repression. In addition, the literature on repression has consistently found that 

dissent is one of the key reasons as for why governments repress their citizens. This is where 

the argument of this thesis begins. Similar to the arguments of Peksen (2009) and Wood 

(2008), sanctions are likely to increase domestic dissent within the target state and dissent 

provide the means for governments to use repression. However, I argue that the response to 

the dissent created by sanctions and the dissent itself will be different across different regime 

types. Based on research on the relationship between regime-type and repression, 

democracies are less likely to use repression when faced with domestic dissent. In essence, I 

argue that sanctions do not equal an increase in repression in all targets as different regime-

types have certain political settings that change the willingness and ability to use repression.  
 

Figure 1: The relationship between sanctions and repression 

 

 
 

As seen is figure 1, existing theories on the relationship between sanctions and repression 

suggest that sanctions increase dissent in target countries which in turn leads to increased 

repression. However, I argue that the effect of sanctions on repression is conditional upon the 

level of democracy. Sanctions will not increase repression if the target is democratic as 

opposed to non-democratic. This is because, based on the discussion on repression in the 

previous section, democracies have certain features that limits the use of repression as a 

response to dissent. Democracies, as opposed to non-democracies, have mechanisms that 

Sanctions Dissent −Repression

Sanctions Dissent +Repression
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ensure and promote peaceful resolution when faced with domestic dissent. This means that 

the dissent produced by sanctions will not be perceived as a threat to the survival of the 

regime to the same extent as it will be in non-democracies.  

 

Drawing on previous research of repression and regime-type and the discussion in previous 

sections, I argue that there are two reasons for why democracies are less likely to respond to 

dissent with repression. First and related to accountability, democracies have certain political 

settings that inhibit them from using repression initially. Mechanisms of accountability such 

as elections and executive constraints discourages democratic governments to use repression 

(Hendersson, 1991; Poe & Tate, 1994; Davenport, 1995; Regan & Henderson, 2002; 

Davenport, 2007c). Put simply, if democratically elected governments use repression, they 

will be removed from office. As a result, democracies refrain from the initial use of 

repression. Secondly and related to participation and contestation which refers to citizens’ 

ability to participate in the contestation of power, democracies provide legitimate channels 

that allow dissent to be expressed peacefully. While dissent can take many forms, both violent 

and non-violent, it is likely to be less violent in democracies. Furthermore, as expressed by 

deMeritt (2016:7) “participation and contestation reduce the need for the population to 

dissent, since grievances against the state may be communicated via ballot”. Because of this, 

expressed dissent is less likely to be perceived as an immediate threat to the survival of the 

regime in democracies which in turn reduces the need and incentive for repression (Carey, 

2010). Conclusively and as a result, the costs of repression are higher in democracies and 

there are less incentives to use repression in democracies as dissent is less likely to be 

perceived as a threat. I argue that these mitigating factors of repression found in democracies 

are less likely to be found or to the least are less effective in autocratic regimes. Essentially, 

states that are more democratic will not use repression to the same extent or at all when faced 

with the dissent produced by sanctions. This has yielded the following hypothesis:  

The effect sanctions have on repression in the target state is conditional on the level of 

democracy, the effect decreases as the level of democracy increases. 
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3.  Research design 
3.1 Method 

This thesis aims to examine if the effect of sanctions on repression is conditional upon the 

level of democracy of the state subject to sanctions. As suggested by the theoretical 

framework and hypothesis, I expect that the effect of sanctions on repression is lower if the 

targeted country is more democratic as opposed to less democratic. For the purpose of this 

thesis, the quantitative method of regression will be used as I am interested in examining the 

relationship between two variables and whether the relationship is conditional or not. 

Regression analysis is suitable for examining if some selected factors can predict a certain 

outcome. Furthermore, regression analysis allows you to test whether a relationship exists 

independently of other factors. In more specific terms, I will employ ordinary least squares 

regression (OLS) to test the relationship between sanctions and repression. At first, a bivariate 

regression will be carried out to test the relationship between sanctions and repression. This 

will be followed by a multiple regression in order to capture the effect of sanctions on 

repression while controlling for other explanatory factors. Furthermore and lastly, an 

interaction effect is added to an additional regression model in order to capture the conditional 

effect of the level of democracy. Interaction models are used for testing theories that suggest 

that the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable is dependent on certain 

values of another variable. This is done by multiplying the independent variable (sanctions) 

with the interaction variable (level of democracy) (Kellstedt & Whitten, 2013:230). The 

regression model including the interaction effect is what will determine whether the 

hypothesis of this thesis is supported or not.  

 

The data used is based primarily on the Threats and Imposition of Sanctions Dataset (TIES) 

by Clifton, Bapat and Kobayashi (2014) and the CIRI Human Rights Data (CIRI) by 

Cingranelli, Richards and Clay (2014). In the TIES dataset, the unit of analysis is sanction 

cases. For the purpose of this thesis, the TIES data has been transformed into country-year in 

order to have testable data and the ability to examine variations over time between different 

countries. The dataset contains information on 202 countries between 1981 and 2011. The 

time-period (1981-2011) has been determined by data availability of the two datasets.  
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3.2 Independent variable 

The independent variable of this thesis is sanctions retrieved from the TIES dataset (Clifton et 

al, 2014). Sanctions are operationalized using a binary variable indicating whether a state was 

subject to a sanction in a given year. A value of 1 indicates that a state was subject to 

sanction(s) in the given year and 0 if there were no sanctions in place. The TIES dataset 

records imposed economic sanctions with the intention to force the target to change their 

behavior. For a sanction to be included in the dataset, two criteria must be met: “(1) Involve at 

least on sender state and a target state. (2) Be implemented by the sender in order to change 

the behavior of the target state.” (Morgan et al, 2013). The TIES dataset includes various 

types of economic sanctions such as import restrictions, blockades, termination of foreign aid 

and travel bans. Since the argument of this thesis is dependent on the assumption that 

sanctions cause some economic damage to the target which will lead to dissent, I have 

excluded those sanctions cases coded as travel bans. Travel bans are cases where “the 

sender(s) ceases allowing an individual, group, or citizenry of the target country to enter the 

territory of the sender(s)” (Morgan et al, 2013:10). In most cases, travel bans affect single 

individuals and do not have a significant impact on the economy of a target state and as a 

result does not fit within the theoretical framework of this thesis.   

 

Originally, the TIES dataset records information on each individual sanction case that has 

been imposed between 1945 and 2005. However, sanctions that are either ongoing as of today 

or have ended after 2005 are still included. Furthermore, sanctions can take various forms. 

They can be unilateral or multilateral, have different objectives and be of different types. It 

would certainly be interesting to disaggregate sanctions and examine the effects of different 

types of sanctions. However, because of the limitations and to stay within the frames of the C-

thesis, I have assigned the value of 1 if a country was subject to at least one sanction 

regardless of the characteristic of the sanction. For example, this means that a country who is 

subject to very extensive economic sanctions from several senders will be treated equally to a 

country that is only subject to partial sanctions from one sender. There is no doubt that 

extensive and multilateral sanctions will impose greater economic hardship and increase 

repression. However, Peksen (2009:69) found that although extensive and multilateral 

sanctions had a greater impact on repression, unilateral and partial sanctions still caused an 

increase in repression. Similarly, Wood (2008:504) found that both multilateral and unilateral 

sanctions led to increased levels of repression. Furthermore, this variable has been lagged for 

one year (t-1) to account for the delayed effect of sanctions and to ensure time-order i.e. that 
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sanctions precedes repression. To elaborate, economic hardship, dissent and the response to 

dissent does not happen at an instant after the imposition of a sanction but is likely delayed 

for some time. Additionally, states are sometimes selected as targets of sanctions based on 

their repressive behavior meaning that states that display high levels of repression are more 

likely to be subject to sanctions. Lagging the independent variable (sanctions) allows me to 

control for endogeneity caused by the expected reverse causality.  

 

3.3 Dependent variable 

The dependent variable of this thesis is repression. Data on repression is retrieved from the 

CIRI dataset (Cingranelli et al, 2014). CIRI is designed to measure the human rights practices 

of governments and has been used widely by scholars interested in repression and human 

rights (Cingranelli & Richards, 2010; Poe & Tate, 1994; Richards et al, 2015). The dataset 

measures governments respect for physical integrity rights, civil rights and liberties, workers’ 

rights and women’s rights. As noted in section 2.3, repression entails both restrictions of civil 

liberties and violations of personal integrity rights. This thesis will only focus on violations 

against the physical integrity of individuals. Physical integrity rights according to Cingranelli 

and Richards concern the “human rights individuals have to be free from arbitrary physical 

harm and coercion by their government. The principal rights in this category are the rights to 

not be subjected to torture, political imprisonment, extrajudicial killing and disappearance” 

(Cingranelli & Richards, 2010:410). CIRI scores these four rights independently and then 

constructs an index called “Physical Integrity Rights Index” comprised of the four rights 

which is designed to measure government respect for physical integrity rights (Cingranelli & 

Richards, 2014).  Torture concerns cases where government officials purposely inflict mental 

and/or physical pain onto individuals. This also includes unlawful beatings and illegitimate 

use of force by police and prison guards. Political imprisonment is defined as the 

imprisonment of people because of their religious practices and beliefs, political ideas or 

association with different groups. Extrajudicial killings refer to murders, killings and 

assassinations by government officials outside of the legal process and law. Disappearances 

concern cases where individuals have disappeared and political motivations behind the 

disappearance is deemed likely (Cingranelli & Richards, 2010:410).  

 

Scores are based on information from the annual US State Department Country Reports on 

Human Rights Practices (Country Reports) and the Amnesty International’s Annual Report. 

Coders are asked to read these reports and assign a score of 0 to 2 for each of the rights 
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mentioned. 0 corresponding to frequent violations of the right, 1 to occasional violations and 

2 meaning that there were no violations of the given right. The Physical Integrity Rights Index 

is then constructed by adding the scores of torture, political imprisonment, extrajudicial 

killings and disappearances (Cingranelli & Richards, 2014). Repression is thus 

operationalized using the Physical Integrity Rights Index. The Physical Integrity Rights Index 

ranges from 0 (no government respect for these four rights) to 8 (full government respect for 

these four rights). For the purpose of simplifying the interpretation of the regression analyses, 

the scale has been reversed so that higher values indicate high levels of repression as opposed 

to lower levels. 

 

3.4 Interaction variable 

The interaction variable of this thesis is level of democracy. There are several options for 

measuring democracy. The theoretical argument of this thesis states that there are some 

features of democracy that will impact how sanctions affect repression and that these features 

are more or less absent the further away from democracy you go. Because of this and as I am 

interested in examining how the effect of sanctions on repression varies across different levels 

of democracy, I will operationalize the level of democracy using the Revised Combined 

Polity Score from the Polity IV project (Marshall et al, 2017). The Polity score is designed to 

measure the level of democracy of states in the international system. At first, states are given 

two separate scores based on two indicators for democracy and autocracy. The derived score 

from these two indicators then make up the combined Polity score ranging from -10 (strongly 

autocratic) to +10 (strongly democratic) (Marshall et al, 2018).  

 

Relating to the theoretical argument, I argued that accountability, participation and 

contestation are the primary features that could condition the relationship between sanctions 

and repression. As mentioned, the combined score of two indicators (democracy and 

autocracy) make up the combined Polity score measuring the level of democracy. The 

indicator for democracy is scored based on four components with individual scales: the 

competitiveness of political participation, the openness and competiveness of executive 

recruitment and constraints on the chief executive (2018:14). Similarly, the indicator of 

autocracy is scored based on the components: the regulation of participation, the 

competitiveness of political participation, the openness and competitiveness of executive 

recruitment and constraints on the chief executive (2018:16). With regards to participation 

and contestation, competitiveness and openness of executive recruitment concerns how the 
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executive is selected and to what extent individuals have equal opportunities for being 

selected (2018:22). The way executive recruitment is structured greatly affects accountability. 

E.g. without elections, executives cannot be held accountable. Also in regards to 

accountability, constraints on the chief executive deals with the level of institutional 

constraints limiting the power of the executive (2018:24). Conclusively, regulation and 

competitiveness of participation refers to “the extent to which the political system enables 

non-elites to influence political elites in regular ways” (Marshall et al, 2018:25).  

 

3.5 Control variables 

I have selected four control variables based on factors that influence both sanctions and levels 

of repression. These are armed conflict, population size, GDP per capita and past levels of 

repression. All of these have been used in previous research interested in sanctions and 

repression (Poe & Tate, 1994; Wood, 2008; Peksen, 2009). 

 

Armed conflict is included because of its influence on both sanctions and repression. Previous 

research has shown that the level of repression increases if a country is experiencing an armed 

conflict. The argument here is similar to the argument as for why dissent increases levels of 

repression. Domestic conflict threatens the survival of regime and in order to maintain 

survival, governments become more repressive. (Henderson, 1991; Poe & Tate, 1994; 

Davenport, 1996; Davenport, 2007c). Furthermore, it is likely that countries engaged in an 

intrastate armed conflict will face a higher risk of being subject to economic sanctions 

(Morgan et al, 2013). The data for armed conflicts is gathered from the UCDP/PRIO Armed 

Conflict Dataset (Gleditsch et al, 2002; Pettersson & Eck, 2018) and is measured using a 

dummy variable coded as 1 if a government was engaged in an intrastate armed conflict in the 

given year. A conflict must have reached a minimum of 25 battle-related deaths per year to be 

included. 

 

Population size is another factor found to affect repression. The natural log of the population 

is included as a control variable because population size has proven to be a significant 

predictor of repression over several studies within the field of repression and human rights 

abuse (Poe & Tate 1994; Wood, 2008; Richards et al, 2015). Another common control 

variable within the field of repression, economic development, is included as the natural log 

of GDP per capita. Research suggest that countries with low economic development and 

wealth are more likely to display higher levels of repression. The argument behind this is that 
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higher levels of poverty are associated with political instability and as a result repression 

increases (Poe & Tate, 1994; Regan & Henderson, 2002). Furthermore, research on the causes 

of sanctions suggest that countries that are poor or have few trade linkages are more likely to 

be targets of sanctions as the economic costs of imposing a sanctions is low (Soest & 

Wahman, 2015). Data on population size and GDP per capita is gathered from the Expanded 

Trade and GDP Data (Gleditsch, 2011).  

 

Furthermore, I also control for previous human rights practices by including a lagged (t-1) 

version of the dependent variable. Previous levels of repression have consistently been found 

to be correlated with current levels of repression. Governments are more likely to employ 

certain coercive activities if they are already integrated into the domestic politics (Davenport, 

2007c:40). As previously mentioned, high levels of repression and poor human rights records 

can be reasons for the imposition of sanctions. As such, previous levels of repression are 

considered a predictor of both sanctions and current levels of repression.  
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4.  Results and analysis 
This section will begin with a presentation of the dataset used for the regression analysis. 

First, descriptive statistics of the used variables will be presented. This is followed by a 

presentation of the regression analyses. Initially, a bivariate regression is carried out followed 

by two multivariate regression including the interaction term. The results from the regressions 

will then be interpreted substantially. Furthermore, the presentation of the results is followed 

by a discussion of the findings in terms of implications and issues regarding the choice of 

method.  

 

4.1 Descriptive statistics 

The dataset used for the analysis includes 4768 observations between the years 1981-2011 

and the unit of analysis is the country-year. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for each of 

the variables included in the analysis. The reason for the lower number of observations on 

repression is because of three reasons. CIRI could not assign a value if data was missing, if a 

country is occupied by another country or if the country was experiencing a collapse in terms 

of authority i.e. if the state ceased to exist (Cingranelli & Richards, 2014). The same applies 

to the level of democracy provided by the Polity IV Project (Marshall et al, 2018). 
 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics 

Variable N Mean St. Dev. Min Max 
 

Repression 4,424 3.2 2.3 0 8 
Sanction 4,768 0.2 0.4 0 1 
Level of Democracy 4,700 1.8 7.2 -10 10 
lPopulation 4,768 9.1 1.6 5.4 14.1 
lGDP per capita 4,768 8.4 1.2 4.9 11.5 
Armed Conflict 4,768 0.2 0.4 0 1 

 
 
4.2 Regression analysis 

To summarize, the hypothesis of this thesis is that the effect of sanctions on repression is 

conditional upon the level of democracy of the target state and that the effect decreases as the 

level of democracy increases. The argument being that more democratic states are less likely 

to use repressive measures as a response to the dissent and internal challenges produced by 

sanctions. In order to test this, I have conducted three different regression analyses in which 
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the last of those three include an interaction term that will be used to test the hypothesis. 

Results from the conducted regression analyses are presented in Table 2.  

 
Table 2: The effect of economic sanctions on repression conditional upon the level of democracy 

 Dependent variable: 
 Repression (Physical Integrity Rights Index) 
 (1) (2) (3) 

 
Sanctions 0.621*** 0.100** 0.178*** 

 (0.088) (0.045) (0.050) 
Level of Democracy  -0.032*** -0.029*** 

  (0.003) (0.003) 
Past Repression  -0.668*** -0.663*** 

  (0.011) (0.011) 
lPopulation  0.146*** 0.148*** 

  (0.013) (0.013) 
lGDP per capita  -0.143*** -0.141*** 

  (0.016) (0.016) 
Armed Conflict  0.851*** 0.868*** 

  (0.054) (0.054) 
Sanctions*Level of 
Democracy   -0.022*** 

   (0.006) 
Constant 3.131*** 6.200*** 6.128*** 

 (0.039) (0.179) (0.180) 
    

 

Observations 4,293 4,173 4,173 
R2 0.011 0.765 0.765 
Adjusted R2 0.011 0.764 0.765 
Residual Std. Error 2.282 (df = 4291) 1.108 (df = 4166) 1.107 (df = 4165) 

F Statistic 49.877*** (df = 1; 
4291) 

2,256.582*** (df = 6; 
4166) 

1,941.139*** (df = 7; 
4165) 

 
Note: Ordinary least squares regression. Figures are coefficients with standard errors in parentheses. 
***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.10  
 
Model 1 presents the results from the bivariate regression including only the independent 

variable (sanctions) and the dependent variable (repression). The results indicate a positive 

and statistically significant relationship between sanctions and repression. In line with 

previous research (Wood, 2008; Peksen, 2009), the positive coefficient for sanctions suggest 
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that countries that are subject to sanctions on average display higher levels of repression 

compared to countries that are not subject to sanctions. However, in order to control whether 

the relationship holds when accounting for other explanatory factors, a multivariate regression 

is carried out. Model 2 is a multivariate regression analysis including the selected control 

variables. The reason for including control variables is to see if the initial relationship remains 

while controlling for the effects of other factors that might impact sanctions and repression. In 

Model 2, the coefficient for sanction has dropped but remains positive and statistically 

significant at 95% when the level of democracy, past repression, population, GDP per capita 

and armed conflict is held constant. The substantial meaning of the results is that countries 

that are subject to sanctions in general display higher violations of physical integrity rights 

regardless of their level of democracy, past levels of repression, population size, GDP per 

capita and if they experience armed conflict compared to countries not subject to sanctions. 

As expected, results from Model 1 and 2 conform to the findings of Wood (2008) and Peksen 

(2009), that economic sanctions increase repression and human rights violations. 

Additionally, the coefficients of all of the selected control variables are statistically 

significant. The directions of the coefficients also correspond to the theoretical arguments for 

their inclusion. For example, the coefficient for GDP per capita indicates that increases in a 

country’s GDP per capita contributes to a reduction in repression implying that less wealthy 

states are in general more repressive. While the results of model 1 and 2 are interesting, they 

do not assist in testing the hypothesis. Rather, model 2 provides the effect of sanctions on 

repression all else constant. Model 3 holds the results that are of primary interest for testing 

the hypothesis and answering the research question of this thesis.  

 

Model 3 includes the interaction term, the product of sanctions and level of democracy. The 

interaction term (sanctions*level of democracy) is statistically significant which indicates that 

the effect of sanctions on repression varies across different values of level of democracy 

while controlling for the effect of the level of democracy, past repression, population, GDP 

per capita and armed conflict. However, the interaction term needs further interpretation in 

order to find out how the effect of sanction varies as the hypothesis of this thesis states that 

the effect of sanctions on repression decreases as the level of democracy increases. Out of the 

three models, Model 3 provides the best fit as suggested by the residual standard errors and 

the adjusted R2 value. The adjusted R2 value for Model 3 is 0.765 which means that the model 

accounts for 76.5 percent of the variation in our dependent variable. 
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In order to interpret the model, the effect of sanctions on repression increases by the 

coefficient for the interaction term for each step upwards on the scale for the level of 

democracy (more democratic). For example, the effect of sanctions on repression when the 

the level of democracy is 10 is 0.178 + −0.022 * 10 = −0.042. This indicates that sanctions 

have a negative effect on repression when the level of democracy is held at a value of 10 all 

else constant. Since the level of democracy also holds negative values, the same method 

applies but the effect of sanctions on repression decreases by the coefficient for the 

interaction term for each step downwards on the scale for the level of democracy (less 

democratic). Interpretation of interaction terms from regression outputs is, as seen, rather 

complicated. To ease the interpretation and understanding for how the effect varies, I have 

provided a visual interpretation in the form of two plots to supplement the regression output.  

 
Figure 2: Marginal effect of sanctions on repression across the range of level of democracy 

 
Figure 2 displays the marginal effect of sanctions on repression at different values of level of 

democracy. The line, representing the coefficient for sanctions across the range of level of 

democracy, demonstrates as suggested by the theory and hypothesis that the effect of 

sanctions on repression decreases as the level of democracy increases. Substantially, this 

means that sanctions that target more democratic countries do not increase repression to the 

same extent as sanctions that target less democratic countries. In fact and as suggested by the 

interpretation of Model 3, sanctions against countries that display the highest level of 

democracy (10 on the Polity IV scale) decreases repression.  
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Conclusively, Figure 3 illustrates the regression lines across three values of level of 

democracy. The three regression lines represents the effect of sanctions on repression when 

the level of democracy is held at 9.36, 2.18 and -5.01 while controlling for the effect of the 

level of democracy, past repression, population, GDP per capita and armed conflict. Figure 3 

indicates, similar to Table 1 and Figure 2, that the effect of sanctions on repression decreases 

as the level of democracy increases.  

 
Figure 3: The conditional effect of level of democracy 

 
The results of Model 3, visualized in Figure 2 and 3, provides support for the hypothesis. As 

presented, the effect of sanctions on repression is conditional on the level of democracy of the 

target state. The effect is found to decrease as the level of democracy increases.   

 

4.3 Discussion 

To summarize, the results of Model 3 from the regression analyses supports the hypothesis. In 

substantial terms the findings suggest that in less democratic countries, sanctions increase 

repression to a larger degree compared to more democratic countries. These results are 

interesting as they contradict previous research on sanctions and repression which have 

suggested that sanctions always increase repression. Furthermore, the discourse on sanctions 
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is characterized by a large degree of skepticism regarding the effectiveness of sanctions and 

its consequences and these results indicate that while sanctions increase repression, it does not 

necessarily increase repression at all times depending on the country that receives the 

sanction. The effect of sanctions on repression is not homogenous as suggested by previous 

research.  

 

Based on the results of the regression analysis, the findings have provided evidence for a 

correlation between sanctions and repression conditional upon levels of democracy. 

Additionally, with the inclusion of control variables the relationship has been partially 

isolated from a selection of other potential explanatory factors of repression. Still, there are 

other potential explanatory factors out there which have not been tested for. By utilizing time-

lags of the independent variable, it is quantitatively ensured that the independent variable 

precedes the dependent variable. However, as with any quantitative research, the findings are 

insufficient in providing evidence for the causal mechanism. The results for the variable GDP 

per capita provide support for the argument that decreased economic well-being increases 

repression. One can thus infer that economic hardship induced by sanctions increases the 

incentive for repression. The remainder of the theoretical argument is untried and 

unsupported, i.e. how dissent is manifested as a result of declining economic conditions and 

how dissent is taken care of across different levels of democracy. Here lies the biggest flaw of 

this thesis. The theory needs to be refined and tested through the use of qualitative research in 

order to get a better understanding of how democracies as opposed to other regime types 

manages the internal challenges produced by sanction. For this thesis, similar to Wood (2008) 

and Peksen (2009), I have assumed that sanctions induce economic hardship which in turn 

produces some form of internal dissent or disapproval of the regime. This is problematic in 

regard to my operationalization of sanctions.   

 

As discussed in the research design, I have included all types of economic sanctions. Even 

though previous research has shown that all types of sanctions increase repression, it is fair to 

presume that some sanctions are less likely to induce economic harm. For example, 

restrictions on arms exports surely has a lower socio-economic impact than say restrictions on 

certain food exports. Accordingly, dissent and disapproval should be less likely depending on 

the type of sanction. Furthermore, there are other factors apart from the type of sanctions that 

influences the economic cost sanctions have on target countries. To improve these issues 

discussed regarding the operationalization of sanctions, one should seek to disaggregate data 
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on sanctions. The TIES data provides many avenues for disaggregating sanctions. There are 

possibilities to distinguish between several types of sanctions that might be of interest such as 

unilateral or multilateral sanctions.  

 

In addition, in the operationalization of repression I have only included violations of physical 

integrity rights. As mentioned, repression entails not only violations of physical integrity 

rights but also civil liberties restriction. Davenport (2007c:12) argues that democracy is not as 

effective in reducing civil liberties restriction as it is at reducing violations of physical 

integrity because restrictions of civil liberties are not perceived as illegitimate as physical 

violence. This means that if restrictions of civil liberties were to be included in my 

measurement of repression, there is a chance that the results would be slightly different.  

 

To conclude, the regression analysis could have been improved by utilizing disaggregated 

data on sanctions. This would allow for further examination of the conditional relationship 

between sanctions and repression while also increasing validity of the operational definition 

of sanctions. Additionally, the causal mechanism needs further evaluation even though it 

draws on fairly uncontested findings within the repression literature (Davenport, 2007b; 

deMeritt, 2016). Nevertheless, the results of the regression analysis indicate further that 

democracy has a pacifying effect on repression. What is left unanswered is if the theoretical 

argument is correct and if the causal mechanism behind the observed relationship is correct in 

expecting that democracy conditions the relationship between dissent and repression and that 

democracy is intrinsically less repressive.  
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5.  Conclusion 
The purpose of this thesis was to further explore the effect sanctions have on repression and 

human rights violations. As presented in section 2, previous research on sanctions and 

repression have found that sanctions deteriorate human rights conditions and increases levels 

of repression. I have argued that previous research has ignored heterogeneity and the 

possibility of conditional effects. The results of this thesis indicate that the effect of sanctions 

on repression is conditional upon the regime-type of the target state. Specifically, the effect of 

sanctions on repression decreases as the level of democracy increases. Drawing on the 

repression literature, I argued that this is because democracies have certain characteristics that 

will restrict governments coercive power and how citizens express discontent. These 

characteristics essential to democracies concern accountability, participation and contestation. 

Together they affect how dissent is manifested while also reducing the incentive for 

governments and the ability to use repression as a response to dissent. Conclusively, the 

results both confirm and contradict previous research on sanctions and repression. Sanctions 

do contribute to increases in repression, however sanctions only have this effect primarily in 

non-democracies. When sanctions target the most democratic countries, sanctions are not 

associated with increases in repression.  

 

The implications of this thesis are that sanctions will not necessarily undermine human rights 

conditions for citizens in targeted countries. Questions regarding the effectiveness of 

sanctions remain but this thesis has instead contributed to our understanding of the unintended 

consequences of sanctions. Research should continue to devote itself to the examination of 

sanctions to further understand how sanctions impact target states. The sanctions literature is 

important for policymakers as it provides a deeper understanding of how sanctions impact not 

only the incumbent regime of countries but citizens of the country as well. Even though 

sanctions are not as frequent now compared to ten years ago, the US have recently imposed 

sanctions on Iran indicating that sanctions continue to be a tool for conducting foreign policy. 

Therefore, the study of sanctions is especially important in order to minimize the negative 

humanitarian effects that sanctions have been found to have. Decision makers have to keep in 

mind that sanctions can have grave and unexpected humanitarian consequences when 

deciding to impose sanctions or not. 
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Future research should as I discussed in the previous section aim to further examine the 

humanitarian effects of sanctions. In particular, research should focus on different types of 

sanctions and if these types have separate and individual effects on repression. There is easily 

disaggregated data on sanctions available suitable for quantitative research setups similar to 

this thesis. Additionally, the theory of this thesis needs further investigation as quantitative 

methods are limited for testing and building theories. The causal mechanism need to be 

carefully tested using qualitative research methods such as process tracing to provide an 

actual answer to the question of how the process from sanctions to repression looks like and 

how it might differ across different targets of sanctions. Empirical research directed at 

processing huge amounts of information have the possibility to expand the understanding of 

economic sanctions relationship with human rights. Conclusively, further research on how 

sanction impact repression and/or human rights violations is especially important since 

sanctions are sometimes imposed with the expressed goal of improving human rights 

condition in the target state. 
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